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Developing passion 
 
Ingrid Irby is an American female racer born in Minnesota and living 
in Atlanta.  She was bit by the speed bug in 2003, coincidentally 
about the same time as Danica Patrick was in her first year at the 
Toyota Atlantic series. 
 
Ultra competitive and passionately driven to treat every race as a 
learning experience, Ingrid immediately sought the best training. 
 
By 2004, she had graduated from one of 
the best racing academies in the world, 
Bertil Roos Racing School, after piloting 
a Scandia Formula Ford 2000 for five days.  
She has also gotten personal sports car 
racing instruction from racer Justin Bell. 
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Intelligent Speed 
 
From her first drag race to her current active status in the South 
Atlantic Road Racing Championships series (SARRC), Ingrid has 
worked hard to find the limits of every vehicle she has driven.  But 
she is also passionate about protecting her vehicle and racing 
professionally. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      
                                             

 
Through 2006, Ingrid has been credited with finishes in every single 
race (including a second-place trophy), avoiding all crash damage and 
even most mechanical difficulty.  This is even more impressive when 
considering that Ingrid has driven in multiple car classes and is often 
visiting world-class tracks for the first time: 
 
 

Spectacular Tracks 
 
Road Atlanta  
Roebling Road Raceway  
Virginia International Raceway  
Barber Motorsports Park 
 

 
Challenging Cars 

 
Formula Ford 2000 

Formula 500 
Nissan SE-R 
Corvette Z06 

 

She’s absolutely fearless on the 
straights, but also a brilliant 
passer who can read her 
opponents’ lines and get cleanly 
by.  And she’s not afraid to tackle 
adverse track conditions or less-
than-perfect car handling. 
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Serious exposure 
 
2006 SARRC 
Ingrid’s current series, the South Atlantic Road Racing 
Championships (SARRC) is an arena for ultra-competitive racers.  
Sanctioned directly by the Sports Car Club of America (SCCA), many 
SARRC races are spectator events where admission is charged.  
SCCA races including SARRC boast excellent viewer demographics: 1 
 

• Half of SCCA members (pre-sold SARRC fans) are between the ages of 30-49 
• Average attendee household income is over $100,000 
• Over 60% in professional/managerial jobs and 65% hold higher education degrees 
• An astounding 90% are consulted by others for advice on automotive purchases 
• 75% of SCCA members watch open-wheel races; only 40% watch NASCAR 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

As an accessible, outgoing, female racer, Ingrid constantly attracts 
attention and comment in the paddock.  In addition to the attraction 
of Formula racing, this results in higher viewership for her sessions. 
 
Cooper Tires Series 
Ingrid is now planning for a 2007 seat in a high exposure entry-level 
professional open wheel series!  The Cooper Tires Series 
(www.CooperSeries.com) currently races with the Champ Car 
World Series and the American Le Mans Series.  Ingrid and her 
sponsoring partners are within easy reach of the top levels of 
American open wheel racing.  To join her, please read on…  
 

 

Ingrid’s training in open wheel 
racing and her desire to 
exclusively race in “Formula” cars 
means one key thing: sponsors 
have an easy road to high-quality 
impressions that are not even 
made by expensive NASCAR 
advertisements. 
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Passionate partnership 
 
Many companies know that racing is hotter than ever before.  Road 
racing is boasting great attendance figures, bringing excited fans out 

of their homes and to the track, to meet 
drivers in person and see their vehicles 
and attire first-hand. 
 

Female racers are in demand by race 
fans of both sexes.  In a new study, 74% 
of males said that female racers “bring 
fans to the races.”  Roughly 80% of 
both males and females surveyed said 

they “wish more women were involved in” racing. These fans of 
female racers have above average income and interest in finances and 
automobiles.  They are also physically active and well informed. 2 
 

Ingrid has financed all her racing since 2004.  Now, she wants to 
partner with leading businesses, to set a higher standard for herself 
and for her sponsors.  Ingrid Irby offers unique and vibrant 
marketing opportunities that are the most cost-effective in pro racing.   
 

Impressions at the race track 
ü Ingrid is a calm, family-friendly, attractive racer with a great attitude.  She loves 

talking to fans and fellow racers, and is enthusiastically loyal to brands. 
ü Ingrid’s vehicle, racing suit, helmet, hats, and attire mean impressions in the paddock 

and on the track.  They are all available for detailing, branding, and co-branding. 
Impressions in person 
ü In addition to track-side discussions, Ingrid is happy to make personal appearances 

at events, including with her branded vehicle. 
Impressions on the Internet 
ü Ingrid’s website has been active since 2004 and has membership and guest content.  

She has been thanked by her fans for being so accessible online and gets numerous 
autograph requests, which she fulfills with “hero cards” that could be co-branded. 

ü Ingrid offers exposure on the web in numerous ways, from small banners and 
mention in site articles and images, up to a completely co-branded IngridIrby.com. 

ü An online store has been active for over a year, featuring Ingrid’s signature 
merchandise.  T-shirts, mugs, mouse pads already for sale can all be co-branded. 

Rewarding Impressions 
ü Ingrid can provide hospitality: grandstand, paddock and even grid/pit passes. 
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Ingrid’s Summary 

 
 

Hello, and thank you for taking the time to read 
my proposal! 

 
It is an utter joy for me to be racing.  As this  
proposal shows, I am passionate about treating 
every event like it is a puzzle with a solution.  I 
dedicate myself to this sport and it is an 
exhilarating pleasure. 

 
I am looking forward to partnering with businesses and offering the 
services that we have described.  I have the energy, desire, and focus 
needed to be an asset for your company and to carry us both along 
towards our goal, at high speed! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
~Ingrid C. Irby 
 
 
 
Footnotes 
 

1 SCCA demographic profile, 2003 
2 Sabo, D.  (2005).  Time to Drive study.  Indianapolis, IN: Lyn St James Foundation 
  Aggregate demographic research: Danica Patrick, Katherine Legge, CCWS, ISC, SCCA

My racing license allows me to 
compete at almost any track in 
the United States, and so I look 
forward to running events with 
you soon.  Until then, know that I 
will be studying the tracks and 
racing hard. 
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Personal tidbits  
 
Ingrid C. Irby 
 
Birthday:   January 27th 
Nickname:  “Ing” 
Birth town: Minneapolis, MN 
Home:  Atlanta, GA 
Education: BA in Sociology 
Personal car: Corvette Z06 
 
Fastest race speed: About 150 MPH 
Favorite race track: Road Atlanta 
 
Current race series: South Atlantic Road Racing Championships 
 
Racing goals: Since 2003, my goal has been to win the 

Champ Car World Series. 
 

To get to that level, I want to next be in a 
professional Formula Ford 2000, FSCCA, or 
Pro Mazda series, where there are open seats 
immediately. 
 
However, I will race anything.  It’s my love. 
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